PR Staﬃng Company Walkthrough
Staﬃng Company Billing Guide
o Setup
o Entry of Pay and Billing Hours & Rates
o Processing the Client Bill
Setup:
Following are the steps involved in the setup of a Staﬃng Company. These steps must be
completed before entering pay and billing hours for your staﬃng employees.
SM Maintain Company. Select the “Staﬃng Company”
This
is only available if you have the proper system
Staﬃng Company.

in the Processing Category ﬁeld.
code for a Payroll

PR Maintain Staffing Job Codes. This dialog is required and is used to deﬁne the types of
Jobs/Services that you provide to your clients.

In addition to a code and description you define your standard Pay and Billing rates, the Sales
Account and Workers Comp Code for each job code.
1. Rates can be overridden at the Client and Work Order levels. This means at the Client
and Work Order levels specific rates can be used.
2. The Workers Comp Code column is only available if the “Use Workers Compensation
Codes and Features” option is selected on PR Configuration.
3. Optional and more granular Staffing Skills (defined in Maintain Staffing Skills) can be
linked to Job Codes by highlighting a line and then pressing the Staffing Skills button.
Doing so will bring up this dialog:

In the above example Staffing Skills are being added to the WHSE (Warehouse Work)
Job Code. If an Employee Certification is required for a Skill Code then the Maintain
Employees dialog will ensure a certification value is entered before allowing the Job
Code to be added to the employee. Note: The Employee Staffing Job Code Listing
shows all employees’ certification beginning and ending dates.

PR Maintain Clients. Use this dialog to add information about your clients and the normal Job
Codes you provide to this client and their associated pay and billing rates.

1. On the Client tab enter a unique Client ID along with indicating whether this Client is
a Company or an Individual.
2. Enter the client’s address and contact information.
3. Please refer to the F1 online help for the optional SUTA and Tax Information field
descriptions on this tab.
4. On the Job Codes tab you must enter a Customer ID. The program will default the
same value as entered in the Client ID field. You can override this default with either
an existing Customer ID in the AR module or enter a new one. Upon saving the
client record the program will:

a. Give a confirmation that a new AR Customer has been auto-added, or
b. Take the user to the Maintain Customer dialog to fill in missing Customer and
Ship-To required fields. Note: Establishing these customer required field
defaults on AR Configuration should eliminate this program need.
5. The user can also specify an optional Sales Rep ID that will also be added to the
customer record.
6. The optional Location field indicates which staffing company location is the primary
provider of employees for this client.
7. Selecting Miscellaneous Charges enables you to include non-Job Code charges such
as: check delivery charges, uniforms, mileage reimbursement, drug tests, etc. each
time you bill this client.
8. If this client normally requests the same Job Codes on each Work Order you can
enter them at this client level.

a. The Pay and Bill Rate dollar values will default from Maintain Job Skills and can be
changed if you pay employees a different rate when performing this job code for this

b.

c.
d.
e.

f.
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client or you contract a different billing rate for this job code for this client. Note:
Job Code pay and bill rates entered at the client level will default each time a new
Work Order is entered for the client. These can be changed at the individual Work
Order level if required.
If the Bill Rate for this job code and client is based on a markup percentage of what
you pay your employees then enter the percent in the “Pay Rate MU%” column.
Entering a percent will then calculate and disable the Bill Rate column.
You can also apply a “Discount %” to the Bill Rate if needed.
The Revised Bill Rate is calculated as the Bill Rate minus the Discount % amount.
Selecting the “Yes” option in the Default on WO column signifies you want this Job
Code to auto-populate when adding a new Work Order for this client. This will
minimize setup each time a client requires a new Work Order for similar type work.
At the Client level you can override the Workers Comp Code if using this feature and
it was previously defined at the Maintain Staffing Job Code level.
If staffing employees are billed at a different overtime rate than would normally be
calculated you can highlight a Job Code and then press the Overtime Rates button.
Doing so will bring up this dialog:

Once an Overtime Feature is selected the Bill Rate column will display the systemcalculated rate. In the example above the default calculation of $40.50 is the
Revised Billing Rate of $27.00 times the Multiplier of 1.5. If you bill the client for
overtime hours at a different rate than is shown, then you should override the Bill
Rate in this grid. Note: If you don’t bill the client for overtime hours, or you do, but
will use the normal system calculated billing rate there is no need to perform this
step.

PR Maintain Work Orders. This dialog is used to enter information about a specific work order
for an active client. It also allows entry of the employees that will be used to perform each Job
Code.

1. Enter a unique Work Order (WO) number for this client.
2. Enter an optional WO Type that can be used for groupings of WOs on reports. These
values are defined in the Maintain Work Order Types dialog and are user-defined. You
could use WO Types for classification such as: Temporary, Contract and Temp-to-Hire,
or based on the type of work being performed such as: Clerical, Warehouse and
Assembly or the days of the week the work will be performed such as: Mon – Fri, Sat –
Sun and All Week Days.
3. Enter a WO Status (Active or Inactive) and the Current State (Open, Pending and
Closed). The Pending option can be used to indicate the terms of the WO have not been
finalized yet. Note: The Enter Staffing Hours dialog will only accept new time entries for
WOs that are both Active and Open.
4. Enter optional Start and End Dates and Start and End Times for this WO. The Dates
entered here will default for non-defaulted Job Codes entered in the grid.
5. Please refer to the F1 online help for descriptions of other optional fields on this tab.

6. Job Code Grid. In order for this WO to be saved a minimum of one Job Code must be
entered in the grid. If Job Codes are entered for this client (Maintain Clients) and
marked as “Default on WO” they will be added automatically to the grid and can be
edited.
a. Enter the Number of Employees this WO requires for this Job Code.
b. Enter the Total Hours being requested for this Job Code. This is the total hours
regardless of the number of employees.
c. If this Job Code exists for this client in Maintain Clients then the Pay Rate, Pay
Rate MU%, Bill Rate, Discount % and the calculated Revised Bill Rate will default
with the same values as on the client but can be changed thus making the
changed rates WO specific.
d. If this Job Code doesn’t exist on this client then the Pay Rate and Bill Rate will
default with the standard rates defined in Maintain Job Codes but can be
changed.
e. If the Bill Rate for this specific job code and WO is based on a percentage of what
you pay your employees then enter the percent in the “Pay Rate MU%” column.
Entering a percent will then calculate and disable the Bill Rate column value.
f. You can also apply a “Discount %” to the Bill Rate if needed.
g. The Revised Bill Rate is calculated as the Bill Rate minus the Discount %. Amount.
h. The Extended Bill Amount is the Total Hours times the Revised Billing Rate.
i. The Pay Rates and Revised Billing Rates defined at this WO level are the only
source for defaulting values when entering hours for this WO in the Enter
Staffing Hours dialog.
j. The Workers Comp Code, if using this feature (PR Config) will default from the
client if setup there, otherwise will default from Maintain Job Codes. The code
entered at the WO level will default when entering staffing hours.
k. If staffing employees are billed at a different overtime rate than would normally
be calculated you can highlight a Job Code and then press the Overtime Rates
button. Doing so will bring up this dialog:

Once an Overtime Feature is selected the Bill Rate column will display the systemcalculated rate. In the example above the Overtime default calculation of $40.50 is
the Revised Billing Rate of $27.00 times the Multiplier of 1.5. For Doubletime the
default calculation of $54.00 is the Revised Billing Rate times the Multiplier of 2.0. If
you bill this WO at a different overtime rate than shown, then you should override
the Bill Rate in this grid. If you change the Revised Bill Rate in the main grid after
overtime rates have been setup you will need to manually update the overtime Bill
Rates.
Note: If you don’t bill this WO for overtime hours, or you do, but will use the normal
system calculated billing rate there is no need to perform this step.
7. Current Financial Status. These fields are display-only and their values are calculated as
different events occur in the system.
 The Work Order Value Dollars value is updated by changes in the Job Code grid.
Its value is equal to the total of the Extended Bill Amount column for all Job
Codes.
 The Work Order Hours quantity is also updated by changes in the Job Code grid.
Its quantity is equal to the total of the Total Hours column for all Job Codes.
 The calculations and source of the calculations for all other Current Financial
Status fields are discussed in both the “Process the Client Bill” tutorial and in the
F1 online help for this dialog.

8. Employees tab. This tab is used to specify the employees who are projected or have
been assigned to perform the Job Codes/Services for each Job Code on this specific WO.
The user can either manually enter each Employee ID or use the Find Employees button.
Example of manually entering employees for a WO Job Code:

Example of using the Find Employees button and selection filters:

9. When saving the WO record the program might display notification messages based on
the employees selected. Examples would be:
a. If the number of employees selected doesn’t match the # of Employees needed
for this Job Code.
b. If an employee is selected who is also currently assigned to on one or more
active WOs. This message will list the other WOs’ begin and end dates so you
will be informed if there might be any possible scheduling conflicts.
10. Also upon saving the WO the program will auto-create the Job Codes and their
associated Skill Codes to the selected employees if not already defined for the
employees. The exception to this is if a Job Code has one or more Staffing Skill Codes
that require an employee certification such as the “Forklift Operator” Staffing Skill Code
for the “Warehouse” Job Code. In this case you need to add this Job Code and its Skill
Codes directly in the Maintain Employees dialog, in order to, enter the Certification
Number and optionally a Begin and End Date.
Please refer to the F1 online help for the other optional fields and tabs (Contacts, Attach, Notes
and Custom) on this dialog.

PR Maintain Employees. Use the “Staffing Job Codes” page on this dialog to enter Job Codes
and Staffing Skills that an employee is qualified to perform. As stated above, the saving of the
WO will also auto-create these codes for you unless a Job Code requires one or more Staffing
Skill Codes that require a certification number. You can edit any field in this grid at any time.

Entry of Pay and Billing Hours & Rates:
PR Enter Staffing Hours. Once the Staffing Company setup is complete you are now ready to
enter the hours your staffing employees are to be paid and the hours you will bill your clients.
These hours are entered in the Enter Staffing Hours dialog. This dialog is only used to enter
hours worked against active and open Work Orders (WO). Note: If you also pay staffing
employees for non-client hours it’s suggested you setup an “internal” Work Order so that you
can also enter these non-client hours at the same time in the Enter Staffing Hours dialog.

1. Enter the criteria for the Clients, WOs and Employees, etc. for which you want to enter
time. You can select one specific WO for one specific Client or select multiple Clients
and WOs. In the example above, time is being entered for one Client and one WO.
Note: New entries can only be entered for WOs that have a status of Active and a
current state of Open.

2. Press the Exclude Earnings Features button to filter off the hourly features (Example:
Vacation, Holiday, Sick, etc.) that won’t have hours entered against the selected WOs.
By default all Earnings Features will be included. In the example above, the entire
Earnings tree was dragged to the Excluded Earnings column and then expanded. The
individual earnings of Overtime and Regular were then dragged back to the Included
Earnings column. Press the OK button to save your feature choices. The resulting Find
Now grid will now only include these two earnings feature for each employee. Note:
The same employee will appear more than once in the Selected Work Order grid if they
worked hours against more than one of the selected WOs or worked on more than one
Job Code.

3. Press the Find Now button to bring up the entry grid for all the qualifying employees.

4. The Selected Work Orders grid will display all the qualifying employees, and by default,
will be sorted in descending order by Work Order No. You can change this sort order by
selecting one of the other sort options.
5. The System Administrator and/or User can hide columns in the grid that are confidential
or not needed, and thereby reduce the width of the grid. This is accomplished by right
clicking on the top row that contains the column headings and then select the “User
Columns” option. In the example above, the Client Name, the Last-4 of the SSN and the
Job Code Description are being hidden.
6. Both the Pay Hours and Bill Hours will default to 0.0000 unless hours had previously
been entered in another session. Entering or editing Pay Hours for an Employee/
Feature/Job Code will auto-update the Bill Hours value, but can be changed. The
assumption is you are going to bill the client for the same number of hours as you will
pay the employee. These two fields accept a positive, negative or zero quantity. Note:
The Pay Hours quantity won’t be available for editing once a Payroll check is printed for
them. The Bill Hours quantity also won’t be available for editing in this dialog once a
Payroll check is printed, but can be edited prior to creating the client bill in the Process
Staff Billing dialog.

7. The Pay Rate dollar value will default from the Job Code’s Pay Rate defined for this WO
and is enabled for change. This field accepts either a positive or zero value.
8. For Regular hours the Bill Rate dollar value will default from the WO’s Job Code’s
Revised Bill Rate defined for this WO and is enabled for change. This field accepts either
a positive or zero value.
9. For any Overtime hours the Bill Rate dollar value will default from the WO’s Job Code’s
Overtime Rates grid if setup, otherwise it will use the Job Code’s Revised Bill Rate times
the earning features multiplier as defined on PR Config. This field is enabled and
accepts a positive or zero value.
10. The Workers Comp Code column will only display if the “Use Workers Compensation
Codes and Features option is selected on PR Config. If so, the code will default from this
Job Code on this WO. The value is enabled for change.
11. Highlighting a single row in the grid will display in the bottom of the dialog the Work
Order Description and the Primary Contact and their Phone Number, as defined on the
Contacts tab on this WO, in case you need to contact them while entering hours.
12. Also in the bottom of the dialog the number of employees currently in the grid displays
to verify the expected number of employees are in fact in the grid.
13. There are 2 Proof reports available. The first one is an internal version showing
employee Pay Information (Hours, Rates and Extended Amounts) and Billing Information
(Hours, Rates and Extended Amounts). The second version is one that can be sent to
the client for verification of hours prior to creating a bill. The Client Proof excludes the
pay columns. Both reports have many primary and secondary grouping options
available.
14. Upon saving the hours in this dialog the employees’ hours, rates, WO#, etc. will be
written to the PR entry line file. These hours are now ready to be included in the
calculating and printing of staffing employee checks or for billing the client prior to
printing checks.

Processing the Client Bill:
PR Process Staff Billing. This dialog is used to select the Work Orders (WO) you want to bill,
modify the hours or rates if needed and then create AR Invoice records for your clients. This
billing can occur either before or after payroll checks have been printed for your staffing
employees.

1. If you are billing staffing hours prior to printing checks for your staffing employees you
should select the “Calculated” option. Choosing this option directs the program to
search for qualifying hours against WOs in the payroll entry file. It’s this file
(Pr_EntryLn2.dat) that contains hours that have been saved in the Enter Staffing Hours
dialog but have not had employee checks printed yet.
2. If you are billing staffing hours after printing checks for your staffing employees you
should select the “Actuals” option. Choosing this option directs the program to search
for qualifying hours against WOs in the payroll check line file (Pr_CkLn4.dat)
3. If you created a staffing invoice that was incorrect and which you then deleted in the AR
module, or you mistakenly deleted a good staffing invoice you can still bill these same
hours again by selecting the “Include Previously Billed Amounts” field. Note: Staffing
hours in both the entry line file and check line file are flagged as being “Billed”, as soon
as, the Create Invoice button is pressed and invoices are successfully created. This
flagging of the transactions prevents hours from being billed a second time unless that is
your intent by selecting the Include Previously Billed Amounts field.
4. With the selection filters you can specify a single client and WO, or bill multiple WOs for
the same client, or even bill multiple WOs for multiple clients. A separate AR Invoice

record will be created for each WO. As an example, if you select to bill two WOs for the
same client the program will create two separate AR Invoice records.
5. If the Calc Method chosen is “Actuals” you will be given three additional filters for
specifying the Period End Dates, Check Numbers and Check Dates.
6. Once all selection filters are entered press the Find Now button in order for the program
to display all qualifying hours matching your selection criteria.

7. The example above shows the display-only main billing grid based on your selection
filters. By default, the grid is sorted by the Work Order Number but can be changed to
one of the other four options.
8. In this example, the WO Description, Client Name and Employee ID columns are being
hidden through the User Column function. User Column selections are accessed by right
clicking on the top row containing the column headings and then selecting the User
Columns option.
9. The Hours displayed is the same as entered in the Enter Staffing Hours dialog. The
Hours represents all earnings hours for the employee for the WO and Job Code on the
line. So, if an employee worked both regular and overtime hours for the Job Code the
hours would be combined.
10. The Billing Rate displayed is the same as entered in the Enter Staffing Hours dialog.
However, if the Billing Rate is blank this serves to indicate the employee has more than
one earnings record (example Hourly and Double Time) for the WO and Job Code on the
line and at different hourly billing rates.

11. If you want to view the multiple billing hours and rates for an employee record or need
to change either the billing hours and/or rate you can highlight a single row in the grid
and then press the Detail Button. It will bring up this dialog:

12. In the Detail Earnings grid you can change the Hours or the Billing Rate and press OK to
update the main billing grid with your changes.
13. The Billing Amount is calculated as the Hours times the Billing Rate. The Billing Amount
of $513.00 in the top row of our example is calculated as: 16 Regular Hours at $27.00
plus 2 Overtime Hours at $40.50.
14. Highlighting a single row in the grid will also display the Invoice Totals for the
highlighted WO in the bottom of the dialog and also enable the Miscellaneous Charges
button.
15. The Miscellaneous Charges dialog will display the charges currently setup for this Client
(Maintain Clients) which are enabled for change. You can also remove or add new
charges. Only those Miscellaneous Charges that are flagged as “Invoice?” will be
included in the Invoice Totals shown in the bottom of the dialog plus be included in the
AR Invoice record created for this WO. Note: Even though Miscellaneous Charges are
setup at the Client level if you are billing more than one WO for the same Client then
each WO has its own set of Miscellaneous Charges that should be modified if needed.
16. Once your changes are made press the Print Proof button to verify the correctness of
the amounts that will be invoiced.
17. Press the Create Invoices button to create the AR Invoice records and to flag these
earnings features as being “Invoice?” in the payroll entry line file or payroll check line

file. A separate invoice record will be created in the AR module for each WO being
processed even if they are for the same Client.

AR Enter Invoices.
Here is the AR Invoice record that was created from the Process Staff Billing example.

1. The Client ID and Work Order No fields are display-only if this invoice originated from
Process Staff Billing to ensure integrity. However, these fields are enabled to enter
other charges against an active and open WO if you want to create an invoice directly
from this dialog. Regardless of the source dialog used all invoices with a WO and Client
will update the Current Financial Status amounts on the WO (Maintain Work Orders)
when the invoice is posted.
2. If the invoice originated from Process Staff Billing the grid contains all billable charges
for this WO followed by any Miscellaneous Charges.
3. The Sales Account defaults based on this hierarchy:
a. From the Customer Product Pricing tab of Maintain Customers for this Product.
b. From the Customer Record
c. From Maintain Staffing Job Codes
d. From the Product in Maintain Products

4. If this customer is an Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) customer and has the “Auto-Create
Payment on Payroll Billings” option selected (as defined on Maintain Customers) the
total invoice amount will be added as an EFT Payment Type to the AR Invoice record.
5. If the invoice originated from Process Staff Billing you will be warned that any changes
made to this invoice will not update the payroll files. If needed, you can change
quantities and cost, add or delete charges or even delete the invoice.
6. Please refer to the F1 online help for descriptions of the individual files on this dialog.
7. The Invoice is now ready to print and post. You can use any of the standard CYMA
Invoice forms or create a custom form.

AR Process Post to AR - Invoices
This is the process that will update the Invoice dollar amount and hour fields in the Current
Financial Status on the Work Order (Maintain Work Orders) if the invoice has a Client ID and
WO.

AR Process Post to AR – Payments
This is the process that will update the payment collected amount field in the Current Financial
Status on the Work Order (Maintain Work Orders) if the invoice has a Client ID and WO.

PR Maintain Work Orders
Continuing with our staffing example, here is the updated Current Financial Status after posting
the invoice of $1,505.00 and an initial payment of $1,200.00.

Posting the AR Invoice Updates:
1. The AR Invoiced To Date Totals in both the Dollars Invoices and Hours Invoiced columns.
Note: As the dialog footnote indicates the AR Invoiced To Date Totals include any
miscellaneous charges (in our example $20 and a quantity of 1 for the drug test) and
sales tax and freight charges added to the AR Invoice.
2. The Over/Under dollars and hours values in these same two columns. The calculation
for both fields is derived by subtracting the AR Invoice To Date Total value from the
Work Order Value. A negative dollar amount and hours indicate there are remaining
dollars to bill the client.
3. The % Over/Under percentage in these same two columns. The calculation for both
fields is derived by dividing the Over/Under value by the Work Order value. A negative
indicates the percentage of the original estimated/contracted amount and hours that
are remaining to bill the client.

Posting the AR Payment Updates:
1. The AR Invoice To Date Total in the Payments column with the same dollar amount as in
the AR Invoice To Date Total in the Dollars Invoice column.
2. The Collected value with the amount of the payment. In our example $1,200.00.
3. The Over/Under payment amount. The calculation is derived by subtracting the
Collected amount from the AR Invoice To Date Total. A negative dollar amount
indicates there are remaining dollars to collect from the client.
4. The % Over/Under percentage. The calculation is derived by dividing the payment
Over/Under value by the Work Order value. A negative indicates the percentage of the
original estimated/ payment amount that are remaining to collect from the client.

PR Staffing Reports
A Staffing Reports category has been added to the Report menu. Included are reports showing
all Staffing, Client and Work Order setup plus analysis reports and time card forms.

